
 

December 27, 2019 

 

 

CEASE & DESIST & DEMAND LETTER 

 

 

Russell Rope, 

 

Petitioner In Pro Per, 

 

vs. 

 

John Does Not Limited To 1 To 10, 

 

Possible Respondents or Defendants, 

 

Cease & Desist & Demand Letter 

Case No. 19-5616 > 2:17-cv-04921 > 18-55782 

 

 

FAILURE TO COMPLY WILL RESULT IN RICO CHARGES 

 

 

This is a demand that all John & Jane Does, not limited to 10, who have not been served, or                    
have yet to be publicly/identified, mostly who seem to think their hate will be tolerated or that                 
negligence of law is admissible, immediately cease and desist from your fucktardery, being             
anything that would not be approved of by and regarding Petitioner. Moreover, please share              
any relevant information with Petitioner. If you have knowledge about anything causing damage             
to Petitioner and are concealing it while there is a reliance upon that information, then you are                 
committing a criminal act of fraud and could possibly be charged with everything upon discovery               
or amendment. It is not legal to take someone’s picture in public or private, or to harass them by                   
pointing your camera at them to make them think you are camera stalking them, if you are                 
criminally stalking/conspiring. Adopting a crime, in this case, a personalized attack, possibly            
without direct collusion with original perpetrators, is still indictable because it is the action that               
counts. Moreover, a conspiracy tort in court holds one accountable for all connected crimes or               
causes of action. If you were previously served a subpoena; start fulfilling what was illegally               
quashed and expect more mail. Please recognize that petitioner is good, honest, respectful of              
you and the law through not only ceasing and desisting, but also by supporting truth seeking                
investigation and peaceful pleads for civil conflict resolution. 
 

/s/ RUSSELL ROPE   12/27/2019 

True OG & Federal Attorney 


